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17 - Promo
18 - Stage Clear

19 - Game Complete
20 - Bonus Complete

21 - Grassland (Speed)
22 - Cave (Speed)

23 - Toy World (Speed)
24 - Factory (Speed)
25 - Castle (Speed)
26 - Rainy (Speed)

27 - Ice Cave (Speed)
28 - Ghostland (Speed)

29 - Stealth Cave (Unused)
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Really good. Only criticism I have it that the tones could be a bit louder. Can barely hear the guitar at the start of Pull Me Under
even with the music volume set to 30 in the mixer.. very bad sincronization w weel and cant use my logitech g29
waste of time. The rides are good but I kinda think they scamed me because in the desc of this it says music and theres no way
to add music.. Now this is what I have been waiting for. You have hit this out of the ballpark! Absolutely masterful puzzles that
are a simple joy to color in!

Thanks again!. A PC remake of titles like Gals Panic, an arcade coin-eater from the '90s. If you've played those games, you
know exactly what you're in for here. You play as a small creature trying to uncover the picture in the background piece by
piece as a swarm of crap on screen constantly tries to kill you.

However, in the original Gals games, a masked off area including the model was included as the area that counted towards the
percentage of completion, whereas in this game, the whole screen is the completion area, making it possible to uncover the
photo by.... not uncovering the main part of the photo? I dunno, it wasn't well thought out. Granted, in the original, uncovering
areas of the girl would earn you negative points(enough of which would change the picture to something horrifying), and
uncovering the open area would earn you positive, so maybe with that mechanic not in place, that was the intention, but
honestly, I can't really see that as much of a justification.

Ultimately, whether you want this game will be dictated by whether you want a quick timewaster, served up with some semi-
spicy suggestive swimsuit clad Anime girls(Yeah, that's about all you get). It's cheap, it's good for killing a little time, and it
seems relatively low on the bug count(None experienced thus far), and while the achievements are a bit cheap(you get one for
every stage of completion), it's colorful, it's casual, and it'll keep the boredom away for a bit.. Fantastic strategy game especially
against online players. Playing this since years on my Android device and purchased for PC to support this great Dev. I hope to
see in the near future a new online map.. What the duck?

Pato Box starts off with a lot of charm. Monochrome comic book aesthetics and a player character that is literally a duck head
on a boxer. It's beautiful. 5 stars.
Then the gameplay starts.
Pato box alternates between two styles of gameplay: a boxing game loosely paying homage to Nintendo's Punch-out, and a 3D
exploration type mode.
The boxing gamemode has potential but comes across as just annoying in practice. Backgrounds are distracting, high-damage
moves are poorly telegraphed and often require special responses that aren't told to the player. This inevitably turns what would
be fairly thrilling fights into trial and error without any enthusiasm or tension. I stopped enjoying these pretty fast.
The exploration gameplay is just flat-out not fun. the Monochrome 2-D sprites in a 3-D void only made comprehensible as a
maze pulled straight from a doom level by white line detailing, all complimented by music that gave me a headache. You're
forced to navigate using behind-the-back unresponsive tank controls, which while tolerable in exploration and story-building
become insufferable when these segments become filled with traps and hazards. True to its spirit as a boxing game, Pato Box
made me want to send my fist straight through my monitor.
I hate to say it for a game with so much clear potential, but this isn't a match worth betting money on.. TwinCop is the best co-
op game I've ever played. The story is hilarious and the mini-games are ridiculously fun. It's the perfect couch co-op for anyone
that wants to control one cop between 2 players and fight pontoon boats.. Thirteen of my steam friends: "I'm gonna buy this
game"
Every one of those same people: "I'm never gonna play it!"

You're looking at three hours worth of exploring the mansion of immortal (?) Not-Elvis-Presley, including a ton of secret
passages. A surreal, trippy aesthetic permeates this game as you explore the maze-like structure, piece together the game's
history via hidden routes, and ultimately break into the titular room. It's like Gone Home but not fOcking garbage. Even the
music is markedly better here. Everyone that gave GH praise while ignoring this game needs to get bent in half.

Important: keep your eyes open for the paintings. About a quarter of them have conspicuous buttons on them that you might
accidentally mistake for just being part of the game's art style.

Running a video game for an hour and a half in order to get steam cards is not playing the game, get real.. I hate giving bad
reviews, especially since the concept itself is interesting for this game, and there seems to be a lot of content that I just haven't
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gotten to yet.

However, in my very brief time playing, the game has already crashed twice. The look of the game is tacky and appears
incomplete, and the game plays very slowly. Even on a high performance machine, I experienced frame drops and the
aforementioned crashes; even when the game isn't lagging, it still feels like I'm struggling to execute the controls I want because
of the awkward mechanics. I quickly lose desire to play because of how awkward it is to even try.

There are some good ideas I see, but those same ideas are better explored in other games I think.
Not recommended, unless the developers patch it up and smooth out the rough edges pretty soon.
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Where to start. If you love Jump Scares this is the game for you. From the creepy background noises of \u201cYou will
suffer\u201d, distinct \u201ccries of anguish\u201d and an overall just down right creepy vibe, to the evil Jawa like monsters
that take great pleasure in driving you insane; this game is scary. I dare you to play this game in the dark with the volume up.
The controls are easy to use, and the game is easily addictive. I highly recommend it.. Good:

Hidden Object puzzles
Bad:

Resolution

This makes the hidden object scenes more difficult due to low fidelity. I was supposed to know that
bundle of few pixels was the object you claimed it was?

Defaulting to full screen forces all open windows to be resized to letter stamp sized as the game changes
desktop resolution.
On all the sliding puzzles it's almost impossible to slide objects left-right. Usually it needs tens of tries
until the game finally gets that you don't want to slide the object up or down.

Jigsaw puzzle mechanics, needing to switch the tool between move\/rotate\/slide instead of allowing for
instance right click to rotate and left click to move. Also the sliding bug also affects this puzzle type,
making it almost impossible to slide the tiles horizontally, and sometimes it doesn't even want to slide
them up-down until nth try.
So, while the game does do the hidden object scenes very nicely, the technical execution is poor and very
buggy.. First a quick warning - I have did not get far into this game. I'm about to refund, and suggest you
make your own mind up (it won't take 2 hours) and actually take a punt if you think this is your kind of
game.

I generally like platform\/puzzle fps games. Quantum Conundrum? Yup. Portal? Obviously.
Antichamber? You bectha. Therefore I was looking forward to something similar but unfortunately the
maker of Construct thinks bigger is better and that making everything transparent is a cool look (it's cool
for a few seconds, then you realise you can't tell where anything actually is). What wore me down in an
amazingly short timeframe is the huge distances involved. Even sprinting the levels are enourmous and
mostly empty. The whole game could be 1\/10th the size and it woukd be so much less tedious to traverse.
Where Portal has densely packed challenge rooms this has enourmous cavernous spaces but with nothing
much to do.

Audio is very harsh and digital which also grated.. First off, let me start by saying that i do not
recommend the game, i find it awful, however, i am a huge 40k nerd and therefore decided to play it out
for the story. If you have no interest in the story, this game is in my opinion, one of the worst aRPGs of
all time. Dont take any of this as gospel, its just my two cents, and its perfectly fine to disagree, you can
do that in the comments, but please keep it civil, no one will take anything you say seriouly if you call
them names.

- Terrible gearing system:

Abillities are tied to specific weapons and armor suits, so you often have to consider wether you want to
have a fun abillity, or if you want a piece of gear suited for your level in the game (Note: i could imagine
this being somewhat better at endgame). Also, there are no gear sets in the game, and this games highest
tier item starts dropping early, making it so that getting an orange piece of loot becomes trivial very fast.

- Only 3 classes:

This is a problem regarding replayabillity. In aRPGs, a multitude of classes means a multitude of ways to
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play the game, in this title, you only get 3 different options (granted, these are very unique from
eachother), and these 3 have subclasses within them, but they dont mean anyhting other than when you
unlock certain weapons and the like. Every subclass is identical in the end.

- Slow pace \/ Tactical combat:

This game has a very slow pace compared to every aRPG ive ever played. You move slow, your
characters animations are very slow, wether you are attacking or using abillities. This was intended from
the developers side, and couldve been fine, if the combat was interesting. The thing is that the combat
becomes very stale very quickly. Suppression which is a mechanic in this game, where if your
suppression bar falls low enough you will be perma-slowed, just doesnt work. It is effectively just another
health bar. Cover is working somewhat fine, but it is very awkward to use properly, and makes you use
even more time on running from, say, pillar to pillar instead of shooting, which wouldnt be a problem if
the combat itself wasnt so slow paced to begin with.

- Boring aesthetics and enemy design:

Many aRPGs re-use alot of assets throughout the game, and that in and off itself isnt really a bad thing,
you can angle different templates and put them together in interesting ways to make a "new" zone out of
3 old ones. The problem in this game is, that there are very few templates. Off the top of my head i have
a hard time naming even 10 different ones. This makes almost every mission look and feel the same.
When it comes to enemies, there are only chaos and dark eldar enemies to fight. Granted, that covers a
few differnt models under each category but its really not a lot, and the models for the big scary boss
monsters are the same on almost every mission, making it so that when you take one out the first time it
feels great, but already on the 2nd time it seems tried and boring already.

- Loot \/rewards:

The loot dropping in this game is random and very few and far between. The random element is fine in
my opinion, it is like that in many aRPGs, but in most other titles, you can grind specific bosses or
something similar for a BETTER chance at getting specific pieces. You cannot do that here. In Martyr,
most of your rewards come after you complete a mission as a completion reward.

-Missions:

There are very few different mission types in this game. Now in "normal" aRPGs everything in the game
follows the same narrative and branch out a little in end game, and the idea of having mission types in a
hub-style aRPG isnt bad in itself, but to me, this game would have been better off being an open world
kind of game, with no missions. The entire world feels disconnected because you do a mission, go back to
your ship, choose a new mission, go back to your ship and rinse and repeat. Why make it a hub-jumping
aRPG if you are only going to make 5 different types of missions? the game becomes dull very fast, even
for an aRPG.

There are more minor issues that i have with this game, but i wont state all of them here as i think ive
gone on for long enough and gotten my point across. If anyone have a question for me regarding the
game, try asking in the comments. If i dont answer someone else might.

. This game is VERY innovative. I spent a LONG time on level 23. Warning: VERY HARD, if you have
no memory. lol. its like any i spy game where you gotta find items on the list provided. sometimes you
only see the shadow of said object. also the ending is 99% the begining of hellsing ( anime )

fun game for avg 2$. Game requires a convoluted unlock mechanism to get access to the real heart of the
game. Dumb choice but the real killer is not allowing the player to remove that design choice without
emailing the developer and jumping through hoops. Look elsewhere if you value single player gameplay.
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[UPDATE]
Still playing further into the game but once the unlock mechanism was removed you can now sit and
enjoy the worms style naval combat without distraction. Kudos to the devs for listening to the community
and eventually removing the forced unlocks.

Changing my review from negative to positive.. You know, I have to be honest, this is probably the best
content the game has ever gotten, and that amazes me. I'm normally incredibly critical of Xenoverse 2's
DLCs, and I've found all of the previous ones to be exorbitantly overpriced for what you get, but this one
might actually be worth it.

The characters here are really, really solid. They're really well made, really good representations of the
characters, and almost all of their skills can be used by players--AND it comes with a bunch of new
Parallel Quests which are both challenging and fun.

A lot of people are rightfully complaining about Zamasu as a mentor, and his utterly garbage missions,
and that's fair. They're total trash. The combos it tries to teach you are inconsistent and full of bad habits,
and the system that's trying to teach you them is obnoxiously precise. It's really bad. Like, genuinely,
honestly one of the worst things they've ever done. Nobody likes tutorials, Dimps. We hate them.
Universally. Especially when they're mandatory. Stop doing it.

That being said, do I think it ruins the experience? Not at all. You can get through Zamasu's missions in
under an hour. It's an incredibly brief annoyance that really doesn't distract much from the rest of the
content here.

I cannot believe I'm saying this, but this is actually probably worth $10 in my opinion. The characters are
really well made, and they're ones we've been asking for since before the damn game was even in a
playable state. If you're even thinking about picking it up though, just do yourself a favour and get the
extra pack set instead. It's like $7 more for like 3x the content.. This game is very poorly optimised and
runs at about 10fps on PC that runs much more graphically intense games like Rayman Legends
flawlessly.
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